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The Effect of Road Environments on Driving Behaviour

Background

In this study, we develop an understanding of the effect of environmental factors on

longitudinal speed and lateral offset chosen by a driver negot iat ing a variety of complex

simulated road environments. Further, we introduce a novel approach to model a boundary of

acceptable vehicle states including speed and lateral offset for human drivers. We propose a

general mathematical representat ion of the model as well as the technique to derive situat ion-

specific parameters for the model.

M ethod

Thirty-five part icipants, with a minimum of 2 years driving experience, and age range between

18 and 65 years (M=37.5, SD=12.8) completed this study at the University of Leeds Driving

Simulator (UoLDS). The within-subject design of the experiment involved a combinat ion of

different environmental factors that can potent ially affect driving demand, and hence risk-

taking behavior, through longitudinal and lateral control of the vehicle.

Results

Measures of speed, lateral position and standard deviat ion of lateral position, as well as the

5% and 95% boundaries of speed and lateral posit ion, were studied. As hypothesized, median

and 95% of speed decreased significant ly in the environments that imposed higher risks

through the presence of oncoming traffic, sharp curves and road furniture with higher height

profile. Moreover, 5% and 95% boundaries of lateral offset shifted away from the left  edge of

the road in the presence of road furniture with a higher height profile. Also as lane width

decreased, the boundaries of lateral offset moved closer to the center of the lane.

The combinat ion of observed speed-offset behavior is explained with a set of piecewise linear

funct ions using a simple equat ion for minimum acceptable Time to Lane Crossing. The idea of

the model is that drivers try to stay above the minimum Time to Lane Crossing by adjust ing

vehicle states when navigat ing different environments.

Conclusions

Boundaries of vehicle speed and lateral offset showed great sensitivity to the environmental

changes. Imposed risks affect the boundaries of vehicle states through speed-lateral offset

trade-off. The proposed model is a generic form that can be solved for other condit ions that

have not been introduced in the scope of this study.
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